Abstract-In this paper we develop a robust and discontinuitypreserving approach based on local and global combined model for the optical flow estimation. Firstly, the local and global optical flow methods are combined to yield dense flow fields that are robust against noise. Then a non-linear diffusion is provided to the model for discontinuity-preserving of optical flow boundary. Simultaneously, a coarse-to-fine multi-resolution strategy is presented for overcoming the difficulty of large motion estimation and the acceleration of convergence. Finally experiments with different sequences are performed demonstrating the proposed method's excellent results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of image sequence is one of the most actively researched areas of computer vision and image processing, in which motion estimation is a key problem. Generally, this is accomplished by determining the motion of an object moves from one frame to the next. The motion field is a 2D vector field, which is perspective projection on the image plane of the 3D velocity field in the scene. Consequently, it seems that it is only accessible to derive an estimate of the motion field which is called optical flow or image flow according to the information available from an image sequence. A number of different approaches recovering optical flow have been proposed since the pioneering work of Horn and Schunck [1] and Lucas and Kanade [2] , and these approaches can be roughly grouped into four categories [3] : correlation, energy-based, phase-based and differential approaches. Barron et al. [3] have compared these different approaches on a series of synthetic and real images, and they found that the differential techniques performed the best numerically.
Differential techniques based on the computation of spatial and temporal image derivatives can be classified into local methods which optimize some local energy-like expression, and global strategies which attempt to minimize a global energy function [7] . And the first category includes the Lucas-Kanade method [2] , the structure tensor approach [4] and also technique using second order derivatives [5] while global approaches comprise the classic method of Horn and Schunck [1] and its extensions [6] - [8] .
Despite that a lot of efforts have been made on the recovering of optical flow and that many great progresses have been made, there are still lots of problems, such as the robustness to noises, the discontinuities of motion boundaries. Accordingly, a method is proposed try to solve these problems. We embed a non-linear diffusion into a local and global combined model together with a multi-resolution strategy which is provided for overcoming the difficulty of the large motion estimation and the acceleration of convergence.
Meanwhile, the brief frame of this paper is as follows: In section 2 a brief introduction of optical flow estimation is introduced. Then the combined local-global model is proposed in section 3. In section 4 we discuss the non-linear diffusion, while section 5 is devoted to multi-resolution strategy and performance evaluation of the improved method. Afterward, the conclusion is given in section 6.
II. ESTIMATING OPTICAL FLOW
The starting point of differential approaches to the optical flow estimation is the brightness constancy assumption that image objects keep the same intensity under motion for at least a short period of time. Assume we are given a sequence of images with intensity I(x, y, t) of the image point (x, y) at time t, it can be stated as follows: v v x y ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ They assume that the optical flow is varying smoothly in the scene that neighboring object points have almost the same velocity. In the case the optical flow constraint equation is replaced by following minimization problem:
is the smoothness term and α is a weighting factor.
While another approach Lucas and Kanade [2] is to assume the velocity field is locally constant and to combine constraint equations from neighboring pixels by minimizing: 2 2 ( )( )
Where ( ) W x denotes a window function that gives more influence to constraints at the centre of the neighborhood than those at the periphery.
III. THE COMBINED LOCAL-GLOBAL METHOD
As it was discussed by Barron et al. [3] that the global and local differential methods have complementary advantages and shortcomings, it would be interesting to construct a hybrid technique that constitutes the merits of both approaches [7] and [8] : it should combine the robustness of local methods with the density of global approaches. Afterward in order to design a combined local-global (CLG) method, the following notations are used to reformulate the previous approaches [8] :
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So it is evident that the Horn-Schunck technique becomes to minimize the function:
While the Lucas-Kanade method is to minimize the quadratic form: 
The minimization of the functional can be performed by writing the associated Euler-Lagrange equations: 
Where Δ denotes the Laplacian operator.
IV. DISCONTINUITIES AND NON-LINEAR DIFFUSION
It should be pointed out that the smoothing processes in the equations (3) and (7), which risk blurring the discontinuities in the optical flow field [9] . However it can be controlled by introducing non-linear diffusion terms [9] , [14] and [15] . In [10] Perona P and Malik J introduce an anisotropic diffusion technique for smoothing the image while the region boundaries remain sharp. That is: Similarly we introduce an edge sharpening process into the optical flow equations for preventing smoothing across inconsistent regions. This can be formulated mathematically by a diffusion coefficient γ .
At this point if we integrate all of the above ideas, we will get the new Euler-Lagrange equations as follow: 
V. EXPERIMENTS Now it should be noted that the method considered so far is based on a linearization of the brightness constancy assumption. As a consequence, u and v are required to be relatively small so that the linearization holds. Obviously, this cannot be guaranteed for arbitrary sequences [8] . However, there are strategies that allow overcoming this limitation. These so called multi-scale or multi-resolution techniques [11] - [13] which compute the optical flow field based on a coarse-to-fine strategy. Starting from a coarse scale the resolution is refined step by step. In this paper, the estimated flow field at a coarser level is used as initialization at the next finer scale, and such a proceeding will overcome the difficulty of large motion estimation and lead to an acceleration of the convergence. Finally, we test the proposed method on a series of synthetic and real image sequences.
A Synthetic Data
For the synthetic sequences where the true optical flow is known, we use the angular error measure used by Barren et al. [3] to the Yosemite sequence without clouds, and then we use the proposed method to compute the flow field. Fig. 2 shows that the recovered flow field is not very sensitive to Gaussian and it coincides with the ground truth flow field well when noises are not serious. In Fig.2, (a) is the ninth frame of the Yosemite sequence without clouds, Secondly we add Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 0.003
to the Street sequence, and then we use the Horn-Schunck [1] and the proposed method to compute the flow field. The degraded sequence and their flow fields are shown in Fig.3 . It not only demonstrates that the proposed method is performing better than the Horn-Schunck [1] approach under this Gaussian noise, but also shows that the motion boundary is preserved better by the proposed method. Thirdly we start our evaluation on the Translating Tree sequence, the Diverging Tree sequence and the Yosemite sequence with cloudy sky to compare the performance of the proposed method with the methods provided by Barron et al. [3] . Table II III and IV list the evaluation results. The data for the other algorithms is copied from the technical report [3] . 
B Real Sequences
Finally we test our method on two real sequences: the Rotating Rubik Cube sequence and the Hamburg Taxi sequence [3] . In the first sequence a Rubik's cube is rotating counter-clockwise on a turntable. While in the second scene there three moving objects: (1) the taxi turning the corner; (2) a car in the lower left, driving from left to right; (3) a van in the lower right driving right to left. These sequences and their optical flow field results are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 .Obviously, in Fig.4 the motion boundary at the junction of the Cube and the turntable is preserved better by our proposed method than Horn-Schunck [1] approach. Similarly in Fig.5 the car's motion boundary is preserved better too. In this paper we have proposed a robust with discontinuitypreserving approach based on local and global combined model for the optical flow estimation. We embed a non-linear diffusion into the local and global combined model together with a coarse-to-fine multi-scale strategy for overcoming the difficulty of the large motion estimation and the acceleration of convergence. Experiments show that the approach is not very sensitive to Gaussian noise and is performing better than other methods that were evaluated by Barron et al. [3] with dense flow fields. These experiments also demonstrate that the boundaries' discontinuities are preserved well. And our future work is to consider the approach's robust to varying illumination and the real-time computation.
